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Words of protagonist Jeb Tewksbury, the first paragraph of Robert Penn Warren's beautiful novel, A Place To 

Come To: “I was the only boy, or girl either, in the public school of the town of Dugton, Claxford County, 

Alabama, whose father had ever got killed in the middle of the night standing up in the front of his wagon to 

urinate on the hindquarters of one of a span of mules and, being drunk, pitching forward on his head and hitting 

the [ground] in such a position and condition that both the left front and the left rear wheels of the wagon rolled, 

with perfect precision, over his unconscious neck, his having passed out being, no doubt, the reason he took the 

fatal plunge in the first place.”  

Jeb Tewksbury spent a lifetime trying to put loads of space between such a legacy and himself.  Jeb 

excelled in football and on the battlefields, in the academy, in the bedrooms of southern aristocracy, in the arms 

of a good mate.   

Yet, what Jeb could speak most poignantly about, after rich experience and vast accomplishment, was a 

sense of incompleteness and gnawing dissatisfaction. Jeb could not out run Dugton, Claxton County, Alabama.   

At the end of the novel, Jeb returns home for the first time in many years. Jeb returns to bury his mother. 

Jeb arrives worn out and washed up. The quest for an elusive peace has taken a toll.   

Jeb stands over the graves of his parents and says: “I had the wild impulse to lie on the earth between the 

two graves, the old and the new, and stretch out a hand to each.  I thought that if I could do that, I might be able 

to weep, and if I could weep, something warm and blessed might happen.  But I did not lie down.  The trouble 

was, I was afraid that nothing might happen, and I was afraid to take the risk.” 

I know Jeb Tewksbury.  I have history I try to leave behind. History nips at my heals. Now and again, 

history haunts my relations.  

I try to neutralize history through the exercise of will, good therapy, honest prayer.   

My efforts, like Jeb's, keep me going. I’ve done some good. I’ve had some success. Still, like Jeb, an age-

old despondency hangs around and sometimes has its way. 

I desire, like Jeb, to lie cruciform between the graves of my history, reaching out to touch and weep. 

Fearing that I, too, may not weep, I mostly stay on my feet. Sometimes I make it to my knees.  

Here are some of my buried tears: anger, fear, resentment, denial, melancholia. I call these buried tears 

wailing; wailing as in howling at a driver who has cut me off, as in high blood pressure, as in passing the day 

scoffing at myself, as in ridiculing the world. 

Would that I could weep more and wail less. Weep for joy. Weep at deep connection. Weep in gratitude. 

Weep for the peonies that will soon greet me in the morning. Would that I could lie cruciform between the 

graves of my history and arise lighter on my feet.  

The followers of Jesus wail. They had a lot to wail about. Their hurt issued less from personal history and 

more from the violence of Rome’s curse on and Israel’s judgment of them. Jesus loved them as they were and 

were not. In Jesus, they found the wherewithal to weep.  

Jesus enters Jerusalem, for the last time, to the weeping of many. Alleluia they cry. Alleluia as uncontained 

thankfulness. Later in the week, Mary of Bethany anoints Jesus with her tears.  

Jesus is executed. The flock is dispossessed anew, left to manage alone the disregard and shame Jesus had 

loved away.  

Jesus rises. He appears to an anguished Mary Magdalene. He encounters a follower, and the follower’s new 

friend, groaning their way to Emmaus.  Jesus appears among fearful friends huddled in an upper room.  Jesus 

cooks breakfast on the beach for despondent disciples who are back fishing for fish.  Jesus sits with Peter 

around a fire not unlike the one around which Peter denied Jesus.   

One thing the resurrection appearances teach us: The Risen Christ meets us at broken places we seek to 

leave behind, meets us at the barren regions we are afraid and ashamed to return to, meets us on arid lands we 

are pulled and pushed back towards.  
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The Risen Christ is more beside than in front of us. We are taught to think that the heart of God waits for 

us over the horizon, at the end of our journeys, ready to spread arms and embrace us for a life well lived.  

Jesus, I hope not! Even if the verdict over my life is more thumbs up than thumbs down, no AMENS! from 

me. I generally don’t like to be judged.  

Easter encourages us to trust that the heart of God waits longingly at the homelands we seek to abandon. 

The heart of God holds out a hand to accompany us back to native soil we try but fail to forget.  

With the heart of God beside me, I have a better chance of dropping from my knees to the ground and 

weep.  

I’ve learned a lot from friends in recovery. They know, and are helped to remember when they forget, that 

healing is not an event by which brokenness is overcome and wellness achieved. Rather, brokenness is home to 

a higher power with whom they are able to weep more and wail less each day, one day at a time. At home with, 

and accompanied in, brokenness, they are less haunted and determined by that which drives them to binge and 

indulge. Attention to brokenness, and relation among the broken, is their salvation. Their alleluias are tears of 

joy.  

Could you be a little more specific, Bill? Well, Friday night before the Good Friday service, the loud 

laughter and hearty chit chat from the parish hall was about to interrupt our most solemn liturgy. I debated, and 

finally decided to walk back to the AA meeting and ask them to tone it down just a bit, because we were about 

to begin our Good Friday service. They quieted down but not before showering me with smiles and gratitude for 

letting them know. For me, an early Easter. 

Resurrection gives Jeb Tewksbury, and us, greater courage and capacity to lie cruciform between stale and 

fresher graves, spread our arms and weep. 

Resurrection pours the wine of our histories into the chalice of the cruciform moment, where the heart of 

God greets and remains with us. Between the graves of our histories, arms spread wide, tears offered, we rise to 

go on our way, with one another, one moment at a time, moment after moment.  

Resurrection is less an event and more a way of life. Life in community. The Eternal is now. 

Amen.  

  

 
  


